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PREFACE

et’s begin with trying to define a loincloth: It is a garment consisting of fabric or leather that is tied to cover and (if male) support
the genitals. It is usually made of a single piece of fabric or leather but can also be sewn from several pieces. That said, a loin -

cloth isn’t just some piece of leather or cloth hanging down before the genitals. It is sometimes even outright complicated to tie. The
main difference to other clothes that cover the loin and genital section, loincloths are not completely in final shape before they are
worn. They assume it in the process of donning. In the end, it is the difference between a lobaufleckerl (see the main chapter), whose
strands must be knotted together, and a g-string, which is simply put on.

L

The reader likely already knows that the loincloth is in all probability the oldest piece of clothing that humankind has devised. It is
still in use, although largely by “primitive” people (but see  fundoshi  in the main chapter), a small number of fans and, even rarer,
some kinksters (where is it then usually used as slave clothing).

But now, why does a species that has, in all likelihood, evolved in a hot climate, has to dress, even if that dress only covers the geni -
tals? My answer has no proof, so it’s a just a guess. (But I hope it’s an educated one.)

Somewhere on the Internet (unfortunately I forgot where) I read about a people whose male members don’t wear even a loincloth.
They laugh at men who wear loincloths or even more because they cannot control their erections. That brought me to the idea that
loincloths originally had the purpose to hide involuntary erections.

Imagine a man in a tribe where neither loincloths are worn nor erections are controlled. When this man encounters a woman that is
married to another man, it might well be that his sympathies and desires show between his legs, which can lead to rivalries between
this man and the husband of the target of his desire. So it’s best to hide the erection or be able to control them to avoid violence.

Although this is just a guess, it explains why loincloth could have invented in the first place. And being invented, it could be used to
denote membership in a tribe, or a subgroup of it, or have other decoration. When more clothing had been invented, loincloths still
served as undergarment until recent times, when rokushaku fundoshi were worn by Japanese men as underwear right up to the end of
the Second World War.

Would it make sense to re-introduce it for this purpose? You bet it is. Thanks to its very distinctive feature of being tied to get into
final shape, a loincloth can be changed even if trousers and pants are lowered but not fully doffed.

There are more reasons to wear a loincloth: It is also useful as swimwear. It can be worn alone as light clothing for hot days. A loin -
cloth made of nothing more sturdy than cotton is, in the end, cheaper than any pair of briefs or shorts, as it is not worn out that
quickly. And finally, a loincloth is easily adapted to weight changes of the wearer. Should waist size change, a new pair of briefs or
shorts must be purchased, but a loincloth just needs to be tied a bit differently.

As a personal note, I believe that the last time I wore something else than a loincloth as undergarment was about 2010 AD, givce or
take a year or two, in March. At about the beginning of April, I switched permanently to loincloths and never regretted it.

At last, I wish you much fun with this dictionary and the great piece of garment it is dedicated to.
Yours, Diogenes von Wien



A TREASURE CHEST OF WORDS

B

Bahag:  Philippine  traditional  loincloth  with  fringes.  Basic
color is usually red, but has a lengthwise stripe pattern usually
denoting  tribe  and  individual.  Bahags  have  a  front  flap,  go
through crotch and cleft, once around the loins and are tied at
the transit between cleft and loin section. The back flap is ar-
ranged so as to appear as a →breechcloth.

Being considered primitive, bahags are today rarely worn as
ordinary clothing.

Breechcloth:  Simple type of  clothing, part  of the traditional
garb of Native Americans (also called First Nations), often the

only piece worn if weather permits. Consists of a broad strip of
leather or cloth simply going through the crotch and held up by
a →suspender. Usually, the ends hang down as flaps, but there
are also variants with the strip knotted or even sewn to the back
or front of the suspender. Depending on the tribal fashion, the
flaps may have fringes, be tapered or have other designs. The
strips may narrow in the crotch for more comfort.

Breechclothes are or have been possibly used by other cul-
tural areas as well, but the North American original inhabitants
are most famous for them.

E

Ecchu fundoshi:  Japanese  loincloth whose  main point  is  to
have a front flap

1. A rectangular piece of cotton sewn to a →suspender.
The suspender is tied at the front and the fabric drawn
through cleft and crotch, then over the genitals and un-
der  the suspender so that  it  forms the front flap that

should end above the knees but reach at  least crotch
level.  Most  of  the time,  this subtype covers the but-
tocks.

2. A →front-ender whose front flap reaches down as de-
scribed above. Most of the time, this subtype doesn’t
cover the buttocks.

F

Front-ender:  Basically any loincloth (especially →tied loin-
cloths) that has a single flap hanging down the front. They can,
for example, be tied in the fashion of a →bahag (going twice
around the loins, however) ore more like a →rokushaku fun-
doshi without going a second time through crotch and cleft and
letting the end hang down as  a  flap.  See also →front-ender
breechcloth.

Front-ender breechcloth: The short strips of a →breechcloth
can be tied to the →suspender,  go though the crotch and be

pulled through the gap between the suspender and the body to
form the flap.

This can be regarded as an intermediate between breech-
cloth and tied loincloth.

Fundoshi (褌, ふんどし): Japanese word for “loincloth.” Ja-
panese  traditional  clothing knows several  kinds of  fundoshi,
among them the →ecchu fundoshi, the →mokko fundoshi, and
the  →rokushaku fundoshi.

K

Kaupina:  Indian loincloth, today mainly used as sportswear,
especially for Indian traditional wrestling.

The cloth  consists  of  a  broad  piece  of  clothing  that  can
cover the buttocks sewn to a long strip as wide as is needed to
cover the genitals.

To the other two vertices of the triangle, strings are sewn.
To tie a kaupina, tie the strings in front. The cloth should be on
the back. Draw the cloth through the crotch under the strings
and draw it back through crotch and cleft. put the end under the
loin section.

L

Langoti:  another,  also  Indian,  word  for  →Kaupina,  coming
from a different language.

Lobaufleckerl  (neutral; plural,  Lobaufleckerl):  This Austrian
loincloth that originated in the nudist swimming beaches of the
Lobau, an alluvial forest on the Danube in the Southeast of Vi-
enna. Nudists wore it  when they left the nudists’ areas for a
brief time to keep the spirit of nudism as much as possible even
when  outside  their  designated  areas  while  keeping  with  de-

cency laws that  demanded (and still  demand)  genitals  being
covered at all times in public. A Lobaufleckerl (“small Lobau
patch”) is a triangular piece of fabric with strings at the ver-
tices.  When  worn,  it  covers  the  genitals.  Two  strings  run
around the loins and are tied at the back or the front (depending
on the length of the strings), and the third one runs through the
crotch and the cleft to be tied with the other two strings above
the cleft. If the strings are permanently joined, it’s a G-string.



Lobaufleckerl came out of fashion and are not used for their original purposes anymore.

M

Malo: Hawai'ian loincloth, or perhaps  just the Hawai’ian word
for it. Here, a malo is a loincloth worn in either the →bahag or
then type 2 →ecchu fundoshi tying.

The main difference is in the material. Malos are usually
made of rather fine plant fabric and has variable colors, some-
times even decorated by printing or embroidering.

Once widespread among the male population of Hawai’i, it
fell into disuse during U. S. occupation and even after Hawai'i
became a state of the U. S. in 1959.

Recently, it’s use has resurged, especially as demonstration
of pride of ancestry.

Maxtlatl: Mesoamerican loincloth. The name itself is Nahuatl.
It is not certain how a maxtlatl was tied in the 15th and 16th cen-
tury. Original pictures show it often with a loop above the loin
section and two ends at the front. There are also pictures with
only one end or without the loop. Since in most of the history
of arts, content was much more important than form, all the de-
pictions might  have  been  stylization.  There  might  also  have
been variations that had a flap at the frond and at the back each,
perhaps close to a →bahag-style tying.

Maxtlatl were made of metl, the fiber of agave plants, or, if
it was more expensive, of cotton.  In addition, decoration by
embroidering raised prices. On the lowest end, slaves and poor
freemen wore undecorated metl,  and the highest  classes,  in-
cluding, of course, the emperor, wore richly decorated cotton.
(But even the Emperor would have done with just a maxtlatl
and a pair of sandals if the weather and social circumstances
would permit.)

Mediterranean loincloth: This loincloth seemed to have origi-
nated in the eastern Mediterranean and was worn, for example,
in  Egypt,  Greece,  and Rome.  Egyptian  farmers  and  workers
seemed to have worn it during work (and as underwear under
their wrap-up skirts when not working). It is also the loincloth
that gladiators wore.

Mokko fundoshi: A Japanese loincloth the can be considered
another  intermediate between →breechcloth  and →tied loin-
cloth (and perhaps even other underwear), a mokko fundoshi is
a strip of cloth whose ends are sewn to the suspender that has
to be tied together at the sides. It has no flaps.

Allegedly a loincloth for women.

R

Rokushaku  fundoshi:  The  Japanese   classic  loincloth  and
probably one of the most complicated loincloths to tie.

Let a pet of the strip hang down before the genitals to go
through  the  crotch  and  be  tied  at  the  back.  The  rest  goes
through the crotch, once around the loins, under the transitional
section of the strip. Wind the end around the left par of the loin
section until it practically disappears. Put the front flap though
the crotch and do the same to it, but to the right side. (See also

the many web sites and videos on how to tie a rokushaku fun-
doshi.)

Rokushaku fundoshi were a common male underwear until
the end of the Second World War. It as almost totally replaced
by Western underwear since then, but is still sometimes worn
as  male  swimwear  or  can  be  seen  during  a  naked  festival
(hadaka matsuri).

S

Subligaculum (neutral; plural, subligacula): Latin for “under-
wear,” which meant, most of the time, a loincloth, but at least
one leather brief has been found, too. One example for a subli-
gaculum is the →Mediterranean loincloth.

Simple loincloth: another term for →breechcloth.

Suspender: A belt, cord, thong or similar object wound around
the loins to support a →breechcloth or a similar loincloths.

T

Tied loincloth: Any loincloth that is tied to suspend itself, that
is, any loincloth that doesn’t need a →suspender to work. The
opposite of a →breechcloth or a type 2 →ecchu fundoshi.
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